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As many of you may now
know, earlier this year
my career took a change
in direction, and I am now
working as CEO for Greater
China & Asia Pacific at
Armani in the fascinating
and endlessly-changing city
that is Hong Kong.
While working in the domestic
market is very different to life in
duty free and travel retail, there
are similarities. In addition to
meeting formally in business,
networking is an essential part
of the week at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
and I have had the pleasure
of meeting many interesting
people over a coffee or a drink
at Cannes. Similarly, in the
close-knit community of Hong
Kong, networking is also very
much a part of my everyday life.
Just as at Cannes, the work is
full on, we never know what time
we’re going to finish, and it’s not
unusual to be on the go pretty
much around the clock. Resilience is just as essential.
The delights of travelling
through an airport are also still
very much part of my working

Kindly sponsored by:

world, and I seem to always be
jetting off on business to some
new destination in China and
the Asia Pacific region. And in a
region where the pace of change
is blisteringly fast, innovation is
key to success here, just as it is
in travel retail.
During my years in duty free and
travel retail, I was lucky to work
with some fantastic people, both
within the business and beyond.
Some of the great external
partners I’ve met include Marc
and Laurence at Creative Spirit,
Katia of Punk, Daisy, Alesha
and Clare at Templemere Public
Relations, and Laurent Brunel,
the wonderful chef at the
Carlton whose delicious food I
will never forget.
I will always look back on my
time in duty free and travel
retail with much affection. I
thank all who have worked
alongside me during those
years, and wish them the
very best, wherever their own
futures may take them.

TOP TIPS FOR TODAY:
• TFWA’s objective has always
been to facilitate as much

INTERACTIVE
DIRECTIONAL
SCREENS
TFWA’s official digital partner this year
is, once again, JCDecaux, which is kindly
providing interactive directional screens
to help visitors find their way around the
extensive exhibition halls.



WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

SIMILARITIES IN
DIFFERENT WORLDS

• As ever, Le Premium Evening
tomorrow night promises
to be a fabulous occasion.
Cuba’s Ballet Revolutión is
set to thrill, while the food
of Michelin-starred chef
Stéphanie Le Quellec will
undoubtedly be a delight.
Don’t forget to book your place
at Le Premium Evening desk
before 18:00 this evening.

• Don’t forget to keep up with
the latest from TFWA and the
show, as well as sharing your
own experiences of the week,
on Twitter via @TFWAnews

• Thanks to all those who took
part in the TFWA Charity Run
on Sunday, and congratulations
to everyone who completed
the course, whatever your
finish time. Thanks must
also go to the sponsors of
our social events, including

• We have two elections taking
place this year. I’d like to
remind members that the
ballot to elect next year’s
management committee

NEW CONTROL
FOR ACCESS TO
THE SCENE

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
is the ultimate shop window for the
world’s leading brands. The TFWA
Product Showcase provides a dedicated
online service, helping exhibitors
maximise their impact at the event by
profiling and promoting their products.
It has become a well-established,
essential resource for visitors to TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference.

Scan this code
to visit the
TFWA Product
Showcase

NEW THIS YEAR: MEET ONE2ONE IN CANNES
The ONE2ONE personalised appointment service is a tailormade opportunity for exhibiting
brands, key buyers, airports and trade agents to meet face-to-face. TFWA’s ONE2ONE team
will assist you during the event to organise meetings and to ensure that you make the most
valuable use of your time. Meetings will take place directly on exhibitors stands, from 09:00
to 18:00 tomorrow and from 09:00 to 12:00 on Friday.

•

Carla Guiducci
Vice-President
Marketing, TFWA

Please note that, for safety reasons and due to security
controls in front of the Palais des Festivals, delegates
wishing to enter The Scene, located on Plage du Palais
des Festivals, will be required to show their entry pass
at the entrance, or their TFWA badge if they wish to buy
daily passes directly at The Scene.

Gare
Maritime

Bd

TFWA
PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

Paul & Shark, who supported
our first regatta, Rituals,
supporters of our first yoga
event, Haribo, who sponsored
the pétanque tournament,
and the organisers of the golf
tournament, Gebr. Heinemann
and Estée Lauder. Very many
thanks too to all the sponsors
of The Scene, at its new beachside location.

will take place this morning,
while tomorrow, TFWA
members will vote in our new
Vice-Presidents.

engagement as possible with
members and delegates.
Among the facilities
available to ensure a visit
to TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference is as stressfree and as productive as
possible are a web app,
interactive directional
screens, a digital diary, an
online product showcase, a
directory of the exhibition,
and a press photo service.
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EVENING ENTRANCES

EMERGENCY NUMBER: +33 4 92 99 84 84
In case of emergency during TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, delegates can call the
following number: +33 4 92 99 84 84, for assistance 24 hours a day, either inside or outside the
Palais des Festivals. This number can be used to report instances of aggression, non-attended
luggage, or suspicious behaviour, for example. We advise all participants at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference to please save this number in their mobile phone.
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EVENING EVENTS

COLLABORATIVE
COCKTAIL
Guests enjoyed the Diego
Dalla Palma cocktail
evening last night at the
Majestic Hotel. “Tonight
is the celebration of two
things – being here at
TFWA World Exhibition

& Conference, and our
partnership with Alitalia,”
explained International
Beauty Ambassador,
Gianluca Oddi, who
was giving a warm
welcome to guests with

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE WEDNESDAY 5 OCTOBER 2016

a professional makeover.
“It’s our annual party,
enabling us to meet with
all of our partners in the
duty free and domestic
markets.”
Diego Dalla Palma has
created an exclusive red
lipstick and nail polish
especially for Alitalia
crew, and ground and
flight crew were in
attendance at the party.

DRINKS
INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS
WINNERS
Gianluca Oddi, International Beauty Ambassador, Diego Dalla Palma,
celebrating the brand’s partnership with crew from Alitalia.

SUPPLIER AWARDS
William Grant & Sons
hosted a sunset soiree
onboard the beautiful
yacht, the Cindarella
IV, yesterday evening to
celebrate the Glenfiddich
cask collection, which is
sporting a bright new look.
“It’s absolutely everything
Glenfiddich wants to
be – impactful, bright,
aspirational and bold,”
said Ed Cottrell, Managing

GLENFIDDICH
‘SOLERA
SOUNDS’
RECEPTION

Marketing Concept of the Year: JAMESON #BEORIGINAL 360 EXPERIENTIAL CAMPAIGN
Drinks Innovation of the Year: HEINEKEN BREW LOCK
Design & Packaging of a Drinks Brand: JOHNNIE WALKER HOUSE EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION
– AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL EDITION
Presentation Box of the Year: LEGENDE VINTAGE ONE CENTURY OF ERINTAPES
Travel Retail Exclusive of the Year: THE MACALLAN RARE CASK BLACK

Director Travel Retail.
Guests aboard the yacht
were treated to live music

from a Spanish band, a nod
to the distiller’s preference
for sherry casks.

Drinks Launch of the Year: GLENCADAM 25YO – “THE REMARKABLE”
Drinks Launch at TFWA Cannes: STOLI GLUTEN FREE
Supreme Champion: HEINEKEN BREW LOCK

OPERATOR AWARDS
Marketing Concept of the Year: THE WHISKY WORLD BY DELHI DUTY FREE SERVICES
Partnership Initiative of the Year: RETAILER & SUPPLIER – ARI (AER RIANTA
INTERNATIONAL) AND TEELING WHISKEY
Ferry/Cruise Line Drinks Retailer of the Year: P&O FERRIES
Airport Bar of the Year: BRISBANE RIVER GRILL
In-flight Drinks Retailer of the Year: VIRGIN ATLANTIC AIRWAYS
Airport Drinks Retailer of the Year: SINGLE LOCATION – DUBAI DUTY FREE
Airport Drinks Retailer of the Year: MULTIPLE LOCATION – WORLD DUTY FREE
Augustus Guy Povedano, Head of Commercial, Saccone & Speed; Ed Cottrell, Managing Director Global Travel
Retail, William Grant & Sons; and Stephen Payas, Sales and Commercial Director, Saccone & Speed.

Drinks Buyer of the Year: ARMANDO GONZALEZ-RUE, HEAD BUYER FOR DFASS GROUP
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BACARDI
PARTY
Bacardi gave global travel retail
customers a taste of its airport
offerings at its annual party at
the Majestic Hotel yesterday.
Attendees were offered a
number of complimentary
cocktails made from the company’s signature brands: Bombay
Sapphire gin, Bacardi rums, and
Grey Goose vodka.
“Tonight is about engaging
Bacardi’s customers with what’s
going on in airports,” a Bacardi
spokesman at the party said.
“It’s about getting people to see
our offerings, and engaging
customers with our brand.”

Throughout the party were
different set-ups and offerings,
such as a similar Bacardi rum
set-up to that featuring in Puerto
Rico Airport, and Heinemann
Duty Free at Sydney Airport; and
a Bombay Sapphire set-up like
the one in Heathrow Airport’s
Terminal 5.
Todd Cooksley, Area Manager,
Bacardi Americas, who was
working on the party’s Bacardi
bar said: “It’s a great chance to
meet new customers, promote
new products, and really bring
products such as our eight-yearold rum to life.”

Peter Rombaut, Senior Regional
Manager North America, Bacardi;
Eduardo Heusi, Global Head Category
Liquor, Dufry America; Sabrina
Sahraoui, Global Product Manager,
Dufry Liquor; and Todd Cooksley,
Area Manager, Bacardi Americas.

WARM
WELCOMES
AND COOL
ARTISTRY
Lalique Group, formerly known
as Art & Fragrance, gathered
business associates and guests
during a cocktail and canapé
evening soiree to celebrate
the newest fragrances and its
supporting advertising being
showcased in Cannes.
Roger von der Weid, CEO
Lalique Group, addressed a
packed room with warmth and
enthusiasm for the evening’s

proceedings. “A very warm
welcome and thanks for
joining me at this party – there
are a lot of known faces and
some new faces and I am
happy that we have filled this
big space here,” he said.
The centrepiece for the event
was an ice sculpture, sculpted
by three-time world champion
Mario Amegee. “The ice
sculpture consists of 34 cubes

Silvio Denz, Chairman, Lalique
Group, and Roger von der Weid,
CEO Lalique Group.

of ice and I was told that it
weighs close to three tonnes
and contains all of the novelties
that we are launching at the

show,” von der Weid added.
During the party, guests
were treated to an on-stage
glitter painting, as well as

music, wine and four chef’s
tables where mouthwatering
cuisine was served throughout the night.

BEAUTIFUL COCKTAIL PARTY
Elizabeth Arden and Revlon threw a boat party
yesterday evening to celebrate the integration of the
two brands. “They are very complementary,” said
David Carvalho, Senior Vice President Consumer
International, Revlon. “Revlon has cosmetics and
Elizabeth Arden has skincare and fragrance.”
6 – TFWA DAILY

David Carvalho, Senior Vice President Consumer International, Revlon; George Cleary,
President Fragrances, Elizabeth Arden; and JuE Wong, President, Elizabeth Arden.

WORKSHOP REPORT

MARKET
WATCH:
RUSSIA
The Market Watch workshop
traditionally puts the spotlight on
regions that are shaping the future
of travel retail. Yesterday morning, it
was devoted to Russia.
Russia has become one
of the most important
outbound markets
for tourism and is an
important destination
in its own right. That
contribution has been
under pressure in recent
times, as a result of
changing travel patterns
which are being fuelled
by a number of external
factors. Indeed, according to the latest Generation figures, duty free
sales in Russia declined
by 36.8% in 2015.

Yesterday morning’s Market Watch:
Russia workshop saw three prominent experts discuss the Russian
market and the significance of
Russian outbound travellers to
the health of the wider duty free &
travel retail industry.
Irina Kulikova, Manager, Bain &
Company, began by highlighting
some key trends in the Russian
economy, referring to how
the current geopolitical and
economic context has placed the
duty free & travel retail sector
under considerable pressure.
“The Russian economic crisis
has been widely mentioned in
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the Press,” she said. “Low oil
prices and sanctions imposed
by US and EU are major factors.
The Russian economy is highly
dependent on oil prices and
most experts do not expect them
to grow to more than US$60 per
barrel any time soon.”
Real GDP growth in Russia
decreased by 4% in 2015, with
forecast growth of 1.5%-2% in
2016-2020. “Growth of nominal
disposable income will slow
down to just cover inflation,
which is forecast to stabilise at
6-7% in 2017-2020,” Kulikova
added. “One important indicator
is the consumer confidence
index, which has been in a deep
dive since 2014, with a marginal
recovery in 2015-2016.”
Falling incomes have led to
consumers reducing all spending with the exception of utilities
and food. Spending is expected
to decrease further in the next
12 months, which Kulikova
explained means less people will
travel next year.
There are some key trends
with regards to outbound travel
between 2014 and 2016. “People
are travelling less and reducing
spending on vacations,” Kulikova
said. “There are also changes in
terms of destination, which are
related to recent events in the
key tourist markets of Turkey
and Egypt. Russian tourists are
increasingly shifting to domestic
travel. In Sochi for example, which
hosted the 2014 Winter Olympics,

Fatima Dzoblaeva, Executive Director, Eurasia Duty Free Association; Irina Kulikova, Manager, Bain
& Company; and Denis Shundrovsky, General Manager Russia and CIS, Furla.
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there was a 40% increase in
tourist numbers in 2015, both in
summer and winter.”
Denis Shundrovsky, General
Manager Russia and CIS, Furla,
followed with an analysis of
consumer behaviour among
Russian travellers. He echoed
Kulikova’s key messages about
negative GDP and growing
inflation, both of which present
challenges. “Retail sales in
Russia are showing their worst
growth in over 25 years as a
result of low oil prices and
decreasing disposable income,”
Shundrovsky commented. “For
example, in 2014 1kg of bananas
cost 30 rubles, and the price
today is 80 rubles – this has
changed things completely, as
incomes haven’t risen at the
same rate.”
He added the average price
difference in Russia versus
the EU was 35% in 2014; it is
now 10%. “People still want
to buy, they’re still ready to
spend money, so they focus
mainly on the price difference,”
Shundrovsky noted.
Highlighting some interesting
figures, he added that high
income consumers in Russia
total about 0.2% of the 145
million population, while the
middle classes is around 1.3% of
the population, mainly residing in
Moscow and St Petersburg. “Only
28% of Russians have passports,
while 60% in Moscow have a
passport,” Shundrovsky said.

“This means that, when talking
about travellers, we are mainly
talking about people on middle
incomes from Moscow, as well as
those with high incomes.”
Shundrovsky joined Furla in 2014
and has subsequently overseen
significant changes to its Russia
strategy, following the company’s decision to act ‘glocal’. “We
are seeing a huge shift from
luxury customers to affordable
luxury. Russian customers
are still hungry for something
special. They still remember
their premium experience, and
their expectation is a luxury
experience at a reasonable
price,” he concluded.
Fatima Dzoblaeva, Executive
Director, Eurasia Duty Free
Association, then focused on
prospects for travel retail. The
Eurasia Duty Free Association was formed in 2012 and
currently has 15 members,
representing about 65% of the
Russian duty free market in
terms of number of stores and
75% in terms of revenue.
“We build effective communication with duty free retailers, and
official bodies and regulators
in EU countries,” Dzoblaeva
commented. “We also build
effective relations with airports
and trade associations in order
to have a consolidated voice in
legislative initiatives.”
The Russian Government has
launched a €10 billion investment programme to develop its
transport infrastructure, including reconstruction of airports,
road, and border crossings.
Dzoblaeva explained that this is
a part of a wider tourism development initiative.
She also highlighted the upcoming new Customs Code, which
will see arrivals duty free introduced in the countries making
up the Eurasian Economic
Union (EEU) – Russia, Armenia,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, and
Kyrgyzstan. “Arrivals duty free
has benefits for travellers and it
also benefits EEU countries, with
new jobs related to the organisation of arrivals duty free shops,”
Dzoblaeva said. “There will also
be more compliance with the
needs of travellers and airlines,
and an increase in both airport
attractiveness and non-aeronautical revenues. There are also
new challenges for both airports
and duty free retailers, with
the reconstruction of arrivals zones to embrace the
possibilities to organise new
commercial areas. Arrivals
duty free will bring a new high
standard for travellers.”
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LE PREMIUM EVENING
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THURSDAY 6 OCTOBER

Tomorrow, 20:00, Port Canto
Le Premium Evening always provides a spectacular
finale to the week, and this year blends exquisite
cuisine with the passion of Cuban dance. Stéphanie
Le Quellec has already won a Michelin star at the
Prince de Galles in Paris. She aims for simplicity
and authenticity in a cooking style inspired by the
flavours of Provence and provides the savoir-faire
behind the evening’s sumptuous fare. Ballet Revolución’s powerful fusion of contemporary and street
dance with ballet is fuelled by a musical cocktail of
R&B, hip-hop and fiery Latin-American rhythms.
Expect energy, exuberance and sensuality on stage.
• Dress code: Black tie
• Entrance by invitation only
• For security reasons and to adhere to Vigipirate controls, delegates are required
to present their invitation at the entrance
• Part of the full delegate package
• A shuttle service will operate from all major hotels

Yesterday evening’s
Women in Travel
Retail (WiTR) meeting
was an opportunity
for networking and
to raise funds for its
chosen charity this
year – Sunrise, a
charity operating in
Cambodia.
WiTR is working with
Sunrise to raise €15,000
to build and equip two
classrooms at Sunrise’s
Siem Reap Learning
Centre. A grand draw took
place at the meeting, with
the opportunity to win
fabulous prizes.
The project was
nominated by WiTR
member Erin LillisArrowsmith, who takes a
personal interest in the
home and the children. “I
first went to visit Sunrise
in Siem Reap about three
years ago on the back of
a charity run by contacts
in Hong Kong,” she said.
“They arranged a visit for
me and I was absolutely
blown away by what I saw
with amazing tiny little
faces, which were in such

WiTR MEETING
RAISES FUNDS
FOR CAMBODIAN
SCHOOL

poverty but lovely, lovely
people. I saw that they
needed help and pledged
to come back as often as
I could to make it better
for them.”
WiTR founding member
Sarah Branquinho
added: “We’ve had a
fantastic response to
our call to help us build
schools in Cambodia in

Siem Reap, and once
again this is proving a
great networking event
for people to meet
each other. People are
here from all different
roles within the duty
free industry and we’re
delighted to be able to
host everybody here this
evening and hopefully
reach our target.”

THE ORIGINAL
SOCIAL NETWORK
Rémy Cointreau hosted
its popularly-attended
cocktail event yesterday, where friends and
associates congregated over Cognac
cocktails while the sun
began to set over the
Croissette.
“People like networking here, sharing plans
and there are many
people here who are very
important to us. During
this event, we talk to
them about what we are
doing and they keep us
updated,” said Rémy
Martin CEO Eric Vallat.
He explained that, despite
the event being about
networking, most people
attend to have a good
time and enjoy an end
of day drink or two. “For
instance, I am having a
VSOP cocktail and then
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I’m switching to XO later,”
he laughed.
“Cannes is the place where
everybody in the world
meets,” said Peter Sant,
Senior Vice President
Global Travel Retail, Rémy
Cointreau. “We come here

every year and we have been
here since the TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference’s
inception, so it’s a very
important moment for us.”

Marine Village
Foyer 1A
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I believe that what is put on the
body is as important as what is
put inside it.
For this reason I use Vegan
Organic containing 100% plant
active ingredients extracted from
certified organically grown, tested
for effectiveness and contained in
the product at a high percentage
that guarantees a real treating
cosmetic action.
My skin is the only one I have and
I need to take care of it!
Buona vita to my skin thanks to
VEGAN & ORGANIC.

SAVE THE PLANET AND YOUR SKIN
S.I.R.P.E.A. S.p.A. - 20098 San Giuliano Milanese (MI) Italy - Via della Liberazione n. 56
Tel. +39 02.98.280.925 (6 lines a.r.) - www.sirpea.com - info@sirpea.com

THE SCENE
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NEW LOCATION THIS YEAR

Tonight and tomorrow,
22:00-02:00
Plage du Palais des Festivals
The Scene is firmly established as duty free & travel
retail’s favourite nightspot, and this year has a new
location – Plage du Palais des Festivals. Expect a
fresh, festive ambiance and the call of the ocean,
while some of the best DJs on the Côte d’Azur keep
the music coming. Or simply enjoy an after hours
drink with friends and colleagues in a unique setting.

3.6 October 2016
PLAGE DU PALAIS DES FESTIVALS
22:00 - 02:00

Special security notice
Please note that, for safety reasons and due to security
controls in front of the Palais des Festivals, delegates
wishing to enter The Scene, located on Plage du Palais
des Festivals, will be required to show their entry pass
at the entrance, or their TFWA badge if they wish to
buy daily passes directly at The Scene.

Platinum sponsor:

Gold sponsor:

Silver sponsors:

GLOBAL INNOVATION
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HYDRATING SKINCARE
“Our key products are
Sulwhasoo, Laneige
and Innisfree,” said
Amore Pacific Assistant Business Analyst
Boyoung Kim, highlighting that the most
exciting product launch
to look out for will be
the “Laneige Milky Way
Fantasy” which is “a

special edition launch
for the holidays from
December and a travel
retail exclusive.”
“Our biggest product
is our Laneige Water
Sleeping Mask, which
people can put on
before they go to sleep
and not wash off.
When used, the skin is

incredibly moisturised in
the morning,” explained
Kim, adding: “These are
very important products
for our customers
because they are all
very easy and convenient to use.”

Bay Village
Bay Terrace 02

BEST OF CHOCOLATE
Valrhona yesterday
announced its plans to
change its tagline to
‘Let’s Imagine the Best
of Chocolate’ in a bid to
become a more collaborative and inclusive brand.
Packaging has also
undergone a change, and
will feature a new visual
identity for the gift boxes.
It is now more premium,

with more gold, and no
more plastic film on the
facing and textured effect.
Boxes will be adorned with
gold for better visibility,
with a ribbon wrapping.
Eric Carlier, Head of Travel
Retail, Valrhona, introduced
the plans at the Valrhona
Travel Retail Survey event
yesterday morning. “Last
year we did a survey

to better understand
the premium chocolate
market,” he said, before
the JMG-Research study
results were announced.
The study involved a
qualitative analysis with 10
travel retail operators in
Europe, Asia and the Middle
East. 70 international
travellers were observed,
and 30 were interviewed.

The company also did a
quantitative study, surveying 1,248 international
travellers. The findings
revealed that gifting was
the first purchase motivation among participants,
and packaging the most
essential factor for gifts.

Riviera Village
RH16
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Boggi Milano has upgraded
its digital strategy and
also created a retailing
academy to make sure
that the quality and Italian
heritage of the brand is
conveyed to Millennials.
“We have moved in two
directions: a retailing
academy – because we
are a true Italian heritage
company and we want
to teach them about the
quality we offer and why
our suits and jackets
are superior to others.

LEADING ITALIAN
The second thing we
have done is we have
added a new figurehead
– a digital genius,” said
Paolo Selva, Head of
Retail Development,
Boggi Milano. “We’ve
been growing a lot. We
started with 50 stores
in 2009 and were in just
two countries, Italy and

Switzerland, but now we
have 150 stores and we
are in 29 countries. This
has all been achieved
within seven years
and we want to remain
relevant for the next
generation.”

Bay Village
Bay 11A

AHEAD OF THE TRENDS
Torres has launched
a variety of new wines
across travel retail this
year, including a Rioja, a
rose and white wine, as
well as a 100% Chardonnay bottling.
“We know that in travel
retail we can’t launch
wines that are too traditional, because people are
looking for more prestige
wines,” said Violaine
Creuze, Global Travel
Retail Manager, Torres.
“We are launching a

white wine which is 100%
Chardonnay and has been
aging on the lees. It is
elegant with a nice history
behind it,” explained
Creuze, pointing out that
Torres has been “waiting
for the best quality wines
before releasing our
Rioja wines” but has
admitted that now is the
time and the company
is ”showing a new label.
It will be released in
January.”
Creuze reminded that
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Torres is also ahead on
trends for wines targeted
mainly at women’s
palates and highlighted
how the company has
introduced “Esmerelda
rose and white wine,
which is also new and
becoming very popular
– especially targeted at
women. We have followed
the trend for rose being
paler in colour without so
much maceration.”

Red Village K22

EXHIBITION NEWS
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WINE EDUCATION
AdVini’s focus is on a
discerning wine buyer
and it has invested
greatly in viticulture
and education, as well
as digital interactive
eyeglasses to show
people wineries in
travel retail.
“This year we are really
focused on terroir wines
– AOP and IGP wines,”

said Jean-Pierre Durand,
Directeur Marketing
Strategique & Communication, AdVini. “To make
things approachable, we
educate people. We are
investing in viticulture, that
has been our main focus
for the past 40 years.”
AdVini is also showcasing
interactive 360-degree
HD technology within

its travel retail shop
locations to show
consumers the winery’s
location and heritage,
and tap into the Millennial market, giving them
many reasons to travel
to the company’s wine
destinations.

Bay Village
Bay 13

EVERYBODY LOVES RADLEY
“It is really exciting for
Radley at the moment. We
are launching our Spring/
Summer 17 full travel
retail exclusive next year,”
explains Hayley Lyttel,
International Travel Retail
Manager, Radley.
The new launch, dedicated
to travel retail, is based
on eight SKUs, including

a mixture of small leather
goods; pocket bags, representing Radley’s classic
statement bag; and different leather and non-leather
accessories aimed at travel
retail, such as travel wallets
and passport covers with
the brand’s iconic dog
print. The brand is also
launching a “sleeker” line,

which represents the logo
of the brand and the luxury
everyday concept.
“It’s about having those
core products and really
highlighting that they
are key for our classic
elements and handmade
quality,” says Lyttel.
Radley’s Chief Operating
Officer Alan Stone-Wigg

LIFESTYLE BRAND
Estella Bartlett is making
an impressive debut
in Cannes this year.
“We are really excited!
Even though we are
well-established in the
travel retail business,
it is our first year
here,” comments Roger

Latham, Managing Director, Estella Bartlett.
The company is showcasing its newest collections, as well as a new
display unit, which is
perfect for airport retail.
Key items include a more
premium sterling silver

Blue Village E13
Nicholas Bartlett, CEO
Estella Bartlett.
The brand is the number
one seller in the UK
department store John
Lewis, and in two years
is hoping to transfer
this success into travel
retail. “We are a lifestyle
brand!” concludes
Bartlett.

collection and a brand
new launch – the men’s
range Finn & Taylor.
“We are the perfect
brand for Millennials.
We are very engaging on
social media and focus
on personalisation of
the packaging,” adds

The history of Whoo is
a unique brand concept
being showcased here at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference by the worldrenowned LG Household &
Health Care.
“We are unique compared
to other brands because
we try to combine a
modern approach to
science with traditional
medicine, which was used
by the Korean Empress
about 600 years ago,”
explains Ryan Lee, Global
Travel Retail Director, LG
Household & Health Care.
The history of Whoo’s

adds: “For us, this channel
is the fastest growing. We
are opening an Asia office
this month and a US office
next month, so we have
logistics capability to ship
all over the world. We
want our brand to be loved
internationally!”

Yellow Village
D42

TRADITIONAL
RECIPE, MODERN
APPROACH
travel retail bestseller
Self-Generating AntiAging Essence and the
Hwa Hyun Special Gift Set
impress with eye-catching
packaging – yellow in
colour, representing the
image of the Royal family
and authentic Chinese
characters.
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In terms of the ingredients, the brand
has created a special
recipe, which is made
of six types of medicine
ingredients and applied
to all products.
“We are a number one
brand in Korea and now we
are preparing globalisation

in other countries and
that is the main reason to
participate in this event. It
is a great opportunity for
us to explain our brand
to other companies,” Lee
concludes.

Golden Village
GO17

SMALL BATCH BOURBON
AWA R D - W I N N I N G F L AV O R

CR A F TE D C AREFULLY. DRINK RESPO NSIBLY.
Woodford Reserve Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 45.2% Alc. by Vol., The Woodford Reserve Distillery, Versailles, KY ©2016
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EASTERN ADORNMENTS
Agatha Paris is targeting the Asian and Middle
Eastern market this year with a focus on four
collections: Africa, Eden, Scottie and Bliss.
The ranges use colour palettes that are
popular in the east, most notably rose gold,
pearl and the use of pink, as well as the iconic
Scottie dog logo.
“The growth for our brands has been
mostly in South East Asia and we are
taking a more specific approach to working
in the Middle East,” said Karan Tuli, Global
Head, Travel Retail, Agatha Paris. “We are
launching travel retail exclusives, such as
the Africa Collection, which is quite different from what we have normally done – it
has chunkier designs and is more focused
on rigid shapes with a different colour

palette. We also have the Eden Range,
which is not like the usual delicate pieces.”
Agatha has “a lot of pink products and bags
because these are specifically popular
within the Chinese market,” explained Tuli,
reminding that “rose gold is also doing very
well there too” so this has been included
in the range. “Scottie the dog is the brand
mascot and is on all of the products
because Agatha is not translatable in
Chinese,” said Tuli.
The last collection is called Bliss and
Agatha has included “some exclusive pearl
products for travel retail also with rose
gold details,” Tuli added.

Demanding and delicate skin ?

Golden Village GO11

ORIGINAL SCENTS
Italart Co, which has two brands La
Martina and Roccobarocco, is showcasing
three fragrance lines this year.
Under La Martina is the launch of Suerte,
which means ‘lucky’ in Spanish and, under
Roccobarocco the company is introducing
both a new scent named Scirocco and
re-launching its original fragrance Uno.

“We are looking to talk to people from all
over the world here and we are excited
about these launches, especially Uno,
because it was the first line that we ever
launched,” said Alberto Tanzi, Managing
Director, Italart Co.

Green Village H38

The Alpine power at the
heart of the skin
Born from a controlled fusion
between Swiss nature and the
best of cosmetology science,
MAVALA Laboratories have
developed and achieved
a new expert and targeted
skincare line, for all major
skin concerns.

www.mavala.com
23 – TFWA DAILY
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HIGH-TECH LUGGAGE
Luggage maker Delsey
Paris is showing at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference a prototype of its new
Pluggage suitcase, which is
expected to be ready for sale
by the second semester of
2017. The high-tech luggage
features an iconic lock
system that can be unlocked
via a dedicated mobile
phone app, fingerprint

sensor, or built in combination lock. There is also a TSA
control pass for US Customs
& Border Protection,
enabling security to unlock
the suitcase without ruining
the case.
If security workers do open
the luggage via this lock,
it is intelligently designed
to alert the owner via their
mobile phone.

Another feature of the
Pluggage is the weight
sensor. There are two
ways of recording the
weight – either using
mobile telephone, or by
the suitcase’s built-in
LCD screen.
Finally, the third aspect of
the Pluggage is the locate
function, which alerts the
user when the suitcase

A first-time exhibitor at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, Emile
Chouriet, the familyowned Swiss watch brand,
is showcasing its stunning
collection of timepieces as
part of its strategy to build
a strong presence in the
travel retail market.
Emile Chouriet watches are
manufactured and controlled
in-house in Geneva, from the
design concept and R&D,
through to the assembly,
quality control and supply

FRONTIER

AWARDS 2016

WEDNESDAY 5 OCTOBER 2016

PALM BEACH, CANNES
Recognising innovation and excellence
throughout the industry

travels a certain distance
from the owner.
Laurence Detry, Manager
R&D, said: “We wanted
to create a luggage that
you can still open without
a mobile phone. Each
function – scale, lock, and
tracker – work independently, and we really
focused on the design to
develop this suitcase, which
is positioned for the professional, business worker.”

Mediterranean
Village N1

SWISS
TIMEPIECES

Barcelona, and awareness
of the elegant and classic
watches continues to grow
across the continent.
As Emile Chouriet becomes
more recognisable in the
travel retail sector, there
are big ambitions for the
brand. In fact, the target is
for Emile Chouriet watches
to be available in more than
100 duty free shops within
five years.

chain. It also produces its
own in-house mechanical
movements, as Sophie
Depéry, Chief Marketing
Officer & Art Director,
explained.
Emile Chouriet watches
are currently available
at more than 300 points

of sale in the domestic
market in China and
Depéry explained that
the timepieces are
especially popular among
Chinese consumers. The
timepieces are also available locally in the likes of
Switzerland, London and

Nestlé International Travel
Retail (NITR) started day
two with a briefing in
which the confectionery
giant outlined the latest
Perfect Store concept
developments.
As Alan Brennan, Global
Head of Sales, explained,
the Perfect Store concept
is based on a three-step
process: insight, action and
evaluation. These three
steps, he said, enable
the company to develop
activations centred on
store layout, category
segmentation, range
management, category
communication and cash

THE PERFECT
STORE
till point optimisation.
Brennan also explained
that NITR is working
tirelessly to capitalise on
the potential presented by
Millennials and a growing
middle class.
“From check-in to arrivals,
we need to work out how
we can connect with them
at each of the different
touch points” throughout
the travel process, he said.

SEE YOU THERE
www.frontiermagazine.co.uk/awards
Follow us on
@FrontierMag #FrontierAwards16 #travelretailfocus

SPONSORED BY
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Yellow Village
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He also emphasised the
importance of “understanding the needs and expectations of these travellers”.
With Nestlé celebrating
its 150th anniversary this
year, NITR is showcasing a
range of brands this week,
ranging from Smarties
and KitKat to Cailler.

Golden Village
GO3

VISIT US DURING
T F W E I N C A N N E S AT
BEACH VILLAGE 2
BOOTH - BEACH 10

WHERE
Palais des Festivals et des Congrès,
Cannes.

DW

Daniel Wellington

EXHIBITION NEWS

DAY &
NIGHT
Ajmal has just launched its
new unisex fragrances –
Qafiya 1 for daytime wear,
and Qafiya 2 for night. A
local Emirati community
developed the scent over the
course of 21 months, and
the idea was to encapsulate
the form of Emirati lifestyle.

“All ingredients were what
the people liked. We took
those wishes into account
and that’s how Qafiya was
developed,” said Oscar
Menezes, Head of Travel
Retail. “But it goes beyond
Emiratis – we have found
that the wider community
also like this fragrance.”
Ajmal is also highlighting
four travel retail exclusive
products, which Oscar said
will be launched soon. The
first is the Luminescence
range, containing a new

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE WEDNESDAY 5 OCTOBER 2016

fragrance for him in a
silver bottle, and for her in
a gold bottle.
Pearlescent Black is a 30ml
concentrate fragrance,
which is more applicable
for the skin. Both ranges
are being targeted to the
European market.
Finally, it will launch the
unisex fragrance Taj Al Ras
– Oud Blend. Taj, which
means crown, is represented
in the bottle’s unique design.

Red Village H18

CLASSIC BLACK
booth. We absolutely love
the location here on the
beach, and it’s perfect
for our brand,” explained
Marcus Lindgren, Key
Account Manager.
Daniel Wellington is also
highlighting its recently
launched cuffs in Rose

Gold and Silver, engraved
with the brand’s name.
“We call it the perfect
match,” Lindgren said.
“The idea is that you wear
it alongside the watch.”
In 2017, the watchmaker
is looking to expand
its presence in travel

MILK soothing body lotion
instant hydration 5.0 FL.OZ.
/ 150ml SRP: $28.00 and LIP
BALM SPF 20. UV SOLAR
DEFENSE SPF 30 FOR FACE.
“There are very few sun
care products that contain
argan oil,” says John Gates,
VP Retail, Travel Retail
Sales Worldwide. “Our Sun
Oil protects against the
damaging UVB/UVA rays of

the sun and hydrates and
nourishes the skin with
antioxidant rich argan oil
and Vitamin E. What we
find in travel retail is a huge
demand for grab-and-go
products, which is why our
MINI MUST-HAVES body
and hair care products are
proving so popular.” Body
Buffs, Souffles, Butter and
Body Oil come in 45-50ml
sizes, shampoo and
conditioners in 75ml, and
a range of products in the
hair collection (mousses,
styling creams, masks, etc)
between 25-75ml, priced
from US$10-18.

Blue Village F12

been focused on four key
pillars: Find your wine;
Know your wine; Love your
wine; Buy your wine; to
help drive growth in the
wine category which has,
historically, been underdeveloped in the travel
retail channel.”
“Two years later now,
we have gone back out
and recommissioned our
second round of research
talking again to wine
shoppers and also to those
people who didn’t buy
wine to understand the
barriers in the channel,”

King added. “If you look
at the domestic market,
about 50% of all liquor
sales are wine, but only
about 12% of domestic
consumers will buy wine
when they travel through
duty free. We think there is
a big opportunity to drive
significant incremental
growth in the category and
this week we are sharing
the latest results from the
research. In 2014, 8% of
travellers were entering
the wine category and
that is now at 11%. In
2014, once they were in

the category, 21% of them
purchased – that is now
at 26%. The level of spend
has also gone up from $56
to $68, so all of the key

First-time exhibitor Daniel
Wellington launched its
new Classic Black watch
range here at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
on Monday, as well as on
its website. “We’re super
excited to be here, and this
is our first time to have a

SUN-SIBLE AND TRAVELON-THE-GO PRODUCTS
Moroccanoil is present for its
second year in Cannes and
excited about new additions
to its travel retail range,
available now and in Spring
2017.
Best-known for its professional hair care argan
oil-infused beauty products
in salons throughout the
Americas, Scandinavia
and the Baltic states, the

company is now offering
its Hero products (previously in salons only) in full
sizes (225-250ml) in travel
retail. Moroccanoil has
also entered the sun care
category with its new SUN
COLLECTION, comprising
SUN OIL hydrating sun
protection broad spectrum
SPF 15 5.0 FL.OZ. / 150ml
SRP: $32.00; AFTER-SUN

GAINING
MOMENTUM
This year Treasury Wine
Estates is sharing the
results and insights of the
latest round of its wine
shopper research that the
company has conducted
across 15 key airports
globally.
“Two years ago, we
invested in the firstever round of shopper

research focused on wine
shoppers,” explained Tom
King, General Manager –
Global Travel Retail and
Central & Eastern Europe,
Treasury Wine Estates.
“Off the back of that, we
developed a category
development strategy,
and ever since then for
the last two years we have
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retail. Currently Asia is its
top performing region in
domestic and travel retail
markets, and it’s looking to
become as global as possible. “We’re not just here to
show our products. We want
to show customers our store
concept with the colours,
the feel of our brand, and
our style,” Lindgren added.

Beach Village
Beach 10

metrics are moving in the
right direction.”

Bay Village
Bay 18

AIGNERMUNICH.COM
#AIGNERicons
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE
Anthon Berg hosted
a glittering soiree on
Monday night, which
featured a performance
from one of Denmark’s
best-known magicians,
Henrik Svanekjaer.
But could the trickster
magic away the team’s
hangover yesterday?
“No,” laughed Peter
Dige, Travel Retail
Director. “But he was

very impressive – people
couldn’t believe some of
the stuff he was doing.”
Anthon Berg is showcasing a new line of liqueur
chocolates at the show,
having teamed up with
some of the biggest
names in the spirits
business. And it wants to
use the show to establish
new relationships with
other liquor purveyors.

“We are looking for some
more whisky brands to
partner with,” said Dige.
Anthon Berg’s new
Selection Liqueurs come
in a decorative tin box
and feature chocolates
infused with the likes of
Jim Beam, Mount Gay and
Famous Grouse.
The strategy for the
company going forward
is to inject light into what

it describes as “black
spots” in Japan and New
Zealand, where the brand
does not have a strong
presence in travel retail.
“We are in dialogue with
Japan Duty Free and
Regency New Zealand – if
we get in there we’ll be
in all the top 50 airports,”
Dige added.

Blue Village B7

THE BEAUTY OF
HIGH-TEC
Braun combines high-tech
with beauty to approach
its wide target audience.
“Travel retail is very
important,” says Klaus
R. Mellin, Managing
Director, Tax Free Trade
Klaus Mellin, Braun Travel

ON A
ROLL
KT International has spent
the last 12 months focusing on its existing portfolio
of tobacco products and
not getting distracted with
the launch of new lines.
That strategy seems
to have been a savvy
move for the Bulgarian

tobacco company, which
outlined impressive profits
yesterday. “This morning I
had the figures – we have
seen 115.6% year-on-year
growth between January
and September 2016,”
said Milen Shterev, Head
of Global Marketing.
“The growth has come
mainly from the Middle
East and Asia, where we
have started some new
contracts.”
The profits have also
come from one product in

Retail Sales Agency. “We
are trying to get some
key products in a smaller
packaging.”
Meanwhile, Kathrin
Mellin, Marketing
Manager, explained that
the brand is launching its

hero innovation – the new
Series 9 product, which
is titanium-coated to
improve gliding and skin
protection. The new Series
9 shaver is the epitome of
premium craftsmanship.
New launches also include
Silk-Expert IPL and Oral-B
Genius 9000 & 8000, which
combines cutting-edge
motion sensor technology
located in the brush and
video recognition using the
user’s smartphone app.

“Braun continuously brings
new products,” adds Klaus
Mellin. “I think in travel
retail it becomes more and
more important to utilise
technology. For example,
what we did in Frankfurt
Airport with our Lift &
Learn that gives you details
for the shavers. We want to
give the shopping experience some excitement.”

Mediterranean
Village P15

particular: Corset, a range
of slim cigarettes that are
becoming the cornerstone
of KT International’s
business.
Triple-digit growth is not
the only reason why the
chaps at KT International
are feeling buoyant. “I
think it was a good idea
to have the show earlier,”
smiled Shterev. “We’re
enjoying the weather.”

Marine Village
S14

DAZZLING
DESIGNS
Silhouette International is
shifting its focus from inflight
to ground stores with a new
range of eyewear designed
by one of Milan’s up-andcoming creators. The
sunglasses specialist, which,
incidentally, also produces
eyewear for Adidas, has
been working with Arthur
Arbesser on a new limited
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edition line aimed at men
and women. The frameless
glasses, of which there are
four varieties, are made of
polycarbonate and titanium,
and weigh-in at a featherlight 10g.
“Every year, for the last
three years, we have been
working with up-andcoming designers to

produce limited edition
sets,” said Sandra Simader,
Area Sales Manager Travel
Retail, Silhouette International. “I’m excited because
I don’t think there’s anything
else like it on the market.”
Only 6,000 pairs of Arthur
Arbesser glasses will
be made and Silhouette
International believes such
exclusivity would be more
suited to ground stores,
where customers are inclined
to part with more money.

Riviera Village
RE9A

NEW
100%
GLUTEN
FREE.
100%
THE
VODKA.

FIND US IN BEACH VILLAGE 2 – BEACH 02
DRINK WITH CARE.
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Spirits International B.V., or Spirits Product International Intellectual Property B.V.
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BACARDI LEADERS
CONGREGATE
Key senior members of the
Bacardi team came together
this week for TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
showing the importance of the
travel retail sector to the global
drinks company’s business.
“We are very pleased to have
the team and a family member
here together in Cannes,” said

Bacardi CEO Mike Dolan. “We
are showing that, while other
companies may struggle, this
is not our way – we power
through. Travel retail is very
important to us and it is great
to be here. The show is going
really well.”
“Having everyone here together
is really underlining our

commitment to travel retail.
The show has been busy and we
are enjoying it,” agreed Bacardi
Managing Director – Global
Travel Retail Mike Birch.
“Most importantly, we are seeing
success,” added Bacardi CMO
Shane Hoyne.

Bay Village Bay 21

Mike Birch, VP, Managing Director – Global Travel Retail; Facundo L. Bacardi Jr, Chairman,
Director and fifth generation family member; Mike Dolan, CEO; and Shane Hoyne, Chief
Marketing Officer Europe; all Bacardi.

THE CUSTOMER’S
ALWAYS RIGHT
Butlers Chocolates might be
a small, family-run business,
but it has big ambitions and a
growing footprint in travel retail.
Now present in more than 60
airports around the world, the Irish
chocolatier is using this year’s
show to launch a selection of new
products, which are the result of

ITALIAN
INNOVATION
Italian cuisine is often touted
as the world’s greatest – and
looking to reinforce that
message is Food Accademia,
which is exhibiting for the first
time this year.
“We’re very excited to be here,”
said Fabrizio Canal, Global
Director.

Food Accademia has a portfolio
of 20 Italian brands, including the
legendary limoncello producer,
Antica Distilleria Russo, and the
chocalatier, Amedei – and it is
looking to place these prestigious
brands in airports around the world.
“These really are some of the finest
products in Italy,” said Canal. “We

extensive market research.
“We did some market research
in Dubai, London and Dublin,
talking to passengers that
buy premium chocolates, and
that has helped us develop
these new products,” said
Karl Marnane, Sales Director,
Butlers Chocolates.

The products in question are
the Platinum Collection, a box
of luxury chocolates, as well as
a range of four 180g chocolate
bars, which includes a rather
devilish white chocolate and
salted almond flavour. The brand
has also tweaked the packaging
of its products – in response to
customer feedback – which it
hopes will further the appeal of
the brand and consolidate its
place in the premium confectionery market.

Green Village L56

have been in touch with Lagardère
about putting some of them in five
airports in Italy, and we’re already in
DFS in Venice.”
Food Accademia is hoping to build
on those solid foundations and
blaze a trail in travel retail. “What
we want to offer is the sensation
and emotion of Italian food,” said
Canal, who invites delegates to
sample its products at the Food
Accademia stand, which overlooks
the beach.

Beach Village
Beach 05

POWER OF DELICACY
INCC Group has launched its
new Mercedes-Benz Woman Eau
de Parfum collection at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference.
The range includes 90ml, 60ml,
and 30ml sprays, and a 200ml
EDP Body Lotion. The scent is
an enchanting, luxurious and
unexpected fragrance with sensuous and opulent floral tones.
“We launched it here in Cannes
and will be releasing it to the
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markets in 2017,” said Thibaud
de Vaulchier, Vice President
Sales, INCC Group.
In addition, INCC Group is
highlighting the new Cologne
for men – a modern, masculine
and luxuriously simple Eau de
Toilette natural spray, which
will be available in 120ml, 75ml
and 40ml bottles.
“We want our brand to be
more global,” de Vaulchier

added. “We are already very
strong in Asia, Germany, the
UK, and the Americas, and are
very established in the local
markets. We are getting more
and more interest in travel
retail, and now we want to find
more distributors in the duty
free market.”

Bay Village
Bay Terrace 8
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LUXURY LOOK
The latest additions to Aigner’s
travel collection, including
small leather bags and accessories, are being showcased
this week, alongside the ‘Kaleidoscopia’ Spring/Summer 2017
collection.
Daniela Broschinski, Head of
Sales Far East, explained how
the company “transforms styles

from the main collection to make
the products more suitable
for the travel retail market”;
a strategy that has received
overwhelmingly positive feedback
so far this week.
“We love to come to Cannes
each year,” Broschinski said.
“The team here is responsible
for travel retail and domestic

markets, but in travel retail
you have to take a different
approach and the atmosphere
here makes it the perfect place
to show everyone our latest
products.”
Aigner, which has a strong
presence in Europe, the Middle
and Asia, is proving popular
in emerging markets, such as
in Myanmar, where the brand
now has a presence in Yangon
International Airport.

Yellow Village H35

PROUDLY FROM DUBAI
Al Nassma Chocolate, which
is exhibiting in Cannes for the
eighth time, is showcasing its
camel milk chocolate and is also
inviting attendees to the stand
to try a unique refreshment – a
glass of camel milk!
As Patrick Dorais, Director of
Sales, Worldwide, explained, the
company is “proudly from Dubai”
but its products continue to gain
acclaim on a global basis.

FRESH APPROACH
Al Zawrae, a new exhibitor
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, is offering
something genuinely unique at
this year’s show. The Jordanbased company is showcasing
the distinctive Mazaya brand
of tobacco-molasses. As Nour
Anshasi, Marketing Manager,
explained, Mazaya’s tobaccomolasses are distinguished by
unique ingredients, which include

premium quality French tobacco,
medical glycerin, pure honey
and natural flavours. At present,
more than 50 flavours are available, ranging from Natural Two
Apples to Natural Lemon with
Mint, and 25 new flavours will be
introduced in the next 12 months.
At six-years-old, Mazaya is still
relatively young compared to other
tobacco molasses companies, but
the team here in Cannes explained

Salalah and Medina airports
are among the more recent
additions to the list of airports
where you can find Al Nassma
Chocolate, while it can also be
found as far afield as the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
Etihad Airways has also added
the camel milk chocolate to its
menu for premium customers
flying in the First cabin or The
Residence.

Dorais outlined the company’s
ability to create bespoke products
not just for the travel retail
market but also for specific
destinations. “We’ve already
created a concept product, which
is a World Cup trophy made out
of camel milk chocolate,” Dorais
stated. “We can offer all sorts of
point of sale exclusives.”

Blue Village F1

that its goal is to become the world’s
leading brand in this space.
Mazaya can already be found in duty
free stores in the likes of Dubai,
Jordan, Qatar, Lebanon and Oman,
and the next part of the strategy
is to develop a stronger duty free
presence in South America, Asia
and Europe, where the brand
already has a local presence.
“We’ve been very impressed
by the reaction we’ve received
so far this week and we’re very
proud to introduce the new
shisha category to duty free,”
Anshasi added.

Yellow Village H35

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Neuhaus has an innovative new
concept launching at the show this
year, which it believes contains the
recipe for success.
The Belgian chocolatier has
teamed up with nine of the world’s
best chefs, who have created a
collection of unique praline chocolates inspired by their childhood
memories.
“The key for us is innovation,
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innovation, innovation,” said Philip
Geeraert, Director International
Sales, proffering samples
of the new range. The chefs
include German maestro Harald
Wohlfahrt, who created a pumpkin
and praline recipe (he grew up
on a pumpkin farm) and Arabelle
Meirlaen, a Belgian culinary wizard
who rustled up a coffee and buttercream concoction (she was brought

up on a dairy farm and has a
penchant iced coffee). The selection
offers high quality chocolate with a
generous dollop of storytelling and
a sprinkling of stardust. “It’s like a
trip along the dessert tables of the
chefs,” said Geeraert. “They will be
available from 15 October with a
price point of €40.”

Yellow Village AA11
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HELPING BRANDS’
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
David Dayan has over the
last 30 years developed
many prestigious brands in
the duty free & travel retail
markets, including Lacoste,
Parker, Lalique, Rituals,
Eden Park, La Maison du
Chocolat, Wolford, Vilebrequin, and Kusmi Tea. This
has allowed him to build
real success stories for his
customers.
In 2012, Dayan decided to set
up his company in partnership
with foreign investors. Duty
Free Development Consulting DDC was created to meet
brands’ growing demand to
enter the market, or accelerate their development in this
specific market.

Thanks to his team and his
expertise, DDC gets partnership
requests from brands wishing
to conquer this new Eldorado
that is the duty free business.
To meet brands’ international
development, as well as duty
free business requirements,
Duty Free Development Consulting has opened offices in New
York, Dubai, Hong Kong and
Paris, in partnership with
Immediat Boarding.
Depending on customers’ needs,
the company supports all steps
in strategy and development –
from design and specific furniture manufacturing for travel
retail, to products selection and
the design of specific products
dedicated to travellers, and
finally negotiation with operators

or airport authorities.
Duty Free Development Consulting supports and organises all
international exhibitions and
conferences related to travel
retail for its customers.
With a large customer portfolio,
and a presence in more than 200
airports, 30 cruise lines and 50
airlines worldwide, Duty Free
Development Consulting is a real
accelerator for brands wishing to
expand rapidly in this market.
The Group DDC and Immediat
Boarding consists of four departments: Perfume & Cosmetics,
Fashion & Accessories, Fine
Food, and Consulting & Strategy.
Each department is managed by
a specialist with experience in
travel retail in the category.
In 2016, DDC’s portfolio of brands

has expanded to include La Cure
Gourmande, Nuxe, Puressentiel,
and La Comtesse du Barry.
Meanwhile, Duty Free Development Consulting and Immediat
Boarding has assisted several
of its customers with a large
number of airport opening this
year, including Wolford, Eden
Park, La Cure Gourmande, and
Mandarina Duck.
Despite difficult economic conditions, Duty Free Development
Consulting and Immediat Boarding

continue to develop POS worldwide in 2017 for their clients.
2017 is already shaping up with
beautiful projects for DDC,
including new openings in Nigeria,
Lagos, Montreal, Minsk, Frankfurt, Singapore, Moscow, Shenzhen, and also the US with Miami,
New York, and Philadelphia.
David Dayan can be found at
the Eden Park, Wolford, Nuxe,
or Mandarina Duck stands here
at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.
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FEEL THE ITALIAN TASTE
Bric’s, a family-run company from
Italy, strives to mix two important
elements of the traveller’s everyday life – function and fashion. It
is a company with long experience
– next year it will turn 65 years.
“This year we increase our
presence in Europe, especially in
Switzerland and Germany, we’ve
had great experience. And we
continue to develop in Asia, which
is a very important market for us,”

says Atillio Briccola, CEO Bric’s.
The trolley is a functional accessory, however, Bric’s believes that
it is key to create different colours,
shapes and materials to boost
the fashion side of it and make it
stand out. The brand also offers
the possibility to mix and match
the different lines together, such
as the soft luggage with the hard
leather cases.
A new addition for Bric’s this year

is the collaboration with Moleskine
for a brand new “bleisure”,
business and leisure, collection.
Luisa Puggioni, Communication &
PR, added: “We want to be different! Different in a way that people
can recognise that this is an
exclusive, very unique collection. I
think you can feel the Italian taste
in this leather collection.”

Riviera Village RA7

FIYTA’S TIME TO SHINE
The Fiyta watch brand, which is
hugely popular among Chinese
consumers, has been attracting
lots of attention here in Cannes,
as Fiyta Sales Co., Ltd. continues
to drive awareness of the brand
in the global travel retail market.
The brand already has a
presence in more than 30
countries and the company

NEW STRATEGY
Perfetti Van Melle is here at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference
this week with a new strategy.
“This year has been a bit tough
for most suppliers,” comments
Susan de Vree, Manager Global
Travel Retail, Perfetti Van Melle.
“That is why we decided to change
our strategy a little bit, because
we realised we already have a very
good, successful base assortment

and the most important at the
moment is the easy sales and that
means the right products in the
right shops.”
The brand focuses on its NPDs,
and has already launched the
new Mentos Choco in several
countries. New flavours, such
as green tea, eucalyptus, and
fruity taste, have also been
added to the Mentos assortment,

is now keen to introduce the
mid-price, classic, durable
timepieces to more travellers
through airport duty free stores
and inflight listings.
Tony Wei, General Manager
International Market, explained
that thanks to the company’s
success in 30-plus local markets,
it is very well positioned to apply

its expertise to the travel retail
sector in a variety of regions.
As part of its ongoing strategy to
target high exposure channels,
Wei and his colleagues are now
hoping to bring Fiyta watches to
more major cities, including via
airport duty free stores.

Green Village L62

which catches the eye of the
passenger, either on cash till
points at the airports for the
impulse-buyer or on stable and
flexible displays. “We are really
proud of this and we are really
happy to see that other retailers
are also enthusiastic about it,”
adds de Vree.
Perfetti Van Melle is also preparing to bring some entertainment
for the children with its new kid’s
products coming out in 2017.

Mediterranean
Village P17

TRANSFORMATIONAL YEAR
Shiseido Group CEO Masahiko
Uotani made a special appearance
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, where Shiseido Travel Retail
unveiled an expanded presence
with three stands: Ambassadeurs
Village V13, focusing on the Asian
market and cosmetics brands such
as Shiseido, Clé de Peau Beauté,
NARS and bareMinerals; Riviera
Village RH3, which concentrates
on the European market and
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highlighting fragrances from Issey
Miyake, Alaïa and Zadig & Voltaire;
as well as Beach Village 2 Beach
08 featuring Dolce & Gabbana.
The Italian luxury fashion brand is
the latest arrival to the Shiseido
Group portfolio, following the
acquisition of Laura Mercier and
RéVive, and it is expected to deliver
a major boost to the group’s
revenues in the run-up to 2020.
In addition to building on Dolce &

Gabbana’s strengths in fragrances,
the Japanese beauty group has
been given a remit to expand the
brand’s make-up lines and develop
skincare products.
Shiseido Travel Retail President
Philippe Lesné commented: “It has
been a transformational year for
Shiseido Travel Retail. The unification of our cosmetics and fragrance
businesses has given new impetus
to our growth ambitions, and we are
excited by the possibilities of where
we can take our new brands.”

Ambassadeurs
Village V13
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BOLD COLOURS
Paris-based Black’Up, the
makeup brand dedicated to
women of colour, is exhibiting
its new line of Strobing Sticks
for contouring, available in three
colours for matte, medium/tan,
and darker skin tones. “It’s a
huge trend in the U.S.,” said Maïa
Darricarrère, Marketing Director.
The company is also showcasing
its new eyelashes being launched
this Christmas, which range from
natural lashes to heavier lashes
for the red-carpet look. They will
be available in six styles, and can

be re-used up to 30 times. It will
also be releasing 2-in-1 shimmering
mascara and liner, in gold and silver
– just in time for the festive season.
“The final thing I’m showing you is
a big innovation for us,” explained
Maïa. The new liquid lipstick with
matte finish has Black’Up’s ‘No
Transfer’ innovation, resulting in a
longer-lasting wear. The lipsticks
will be available in nine colours ideal
for dark skin tones, from blues and
purples to reds, pinks and nude.

Green Village J40

TIME
SAVER
Hanse Distribution believes it has a
unique proposition for travel retail
– a smart watch for €99.
The timepieces have not yet
entered production, but a
manufacturer has been found, a

Visit the TABAC BARBERSHOP in the
TFWA WELL-BEING LOUNGE, Golden Village
Level 1 from Monday 3rd to Friday 7th October
for your FREE wet shave, beard and moustache
trim by fragrance and grooming brand TABAC,
courtesy of MÄURER & WIRTZ (K50 Green
Village). All TABAC care products, including
pre-shave, shave and aftershave, as well as the
TABAC ORIGINAL fragrance and TABAC Gentle
Men’s Care products will also be on show there.

“I actually work within the barbering sector and have seen old fashion
shaving techniques, such as hot towel wet shaves, become more and
more popular,” says Jonathan King of Denman International Ltd. “I found
this a very relaxing experience and the barber gave me good tips on how
to keep my facial skin in optimum condition. I would like to visit a barber
like this in an airport, especially after coming off a long haul flight. It
makes me feel refreshed and raring to go!”

price agreed, and the watches
could be delivered to interested
parties within six months. “We are
the only ones that can do
that at this price point,” said
Hanse Distribution’s owner
Nikolas Hogrefe.
The company is using TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference to tease
the watch, which will connect to
the owner’s phone via Bluetooth
and a supplementary application.
“When you step off the plane, turn

on your phone and open the app,
the watch will automatically adjust
to the new time,” said Hogrefe,
demonstrating a display model.
The timepiece will be charged via
a mini USB point and will alert
the wearer when they receive a
call, email or text message. “We
always want to create something
new,” said Hogrefe, who is looking
to sell the watches to airlines.

Red Village K17

GUANGZHOU
广州
7–9 MARCH 2017
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
2017年3月7-9日
广州四季酒店

THE PREMIER DUTY FREE &
TRAVEL RETAIL EVENT IN CHINA
中国高端免税及旅游零售盛会

For information regarding sponsorship opportunities,
please contact: sponsorship@tfwa.com
相关赞助事宜，请联系：sponsorship@tfwa.com
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CELEBRATING
THE MACALLAN
Edrington Global Travel Retail
hosted a special reception on
its stand yesterday evening to
celebrate the portfolio of single
malt whiskies from The Macallan. The Macallan M, which sits
at the pinnacle of The Macallan’s 1824 Series and holds the
Guinness World Record for the
most expensive whisky sold at

auction, was the star attraction. Pictured are Edrington’s
Telis Baroutsis, Managing
Director, Global Travel Retail,
and Marcelo Colombo, Marketing Manager, Global Travel
Retail.

Mediterranean
Village N7

INCREASING
PRESENCE
Lego has put a lot of focus on its
newest launch City Airport, which
is thematic for travel retail and is
available both in travel retail and
domestic markets. Annette Rosendahl, Travel Retail Senior Manager,
Lego, yesterday provided a brief
sneak-peak into the Batman Lego,
which will be launched soon after
The Lego Batman Movie in 2017.
The product will be suitable for
children and adults – all fans of
Batman. “More than 80% of our
presence today in airports is within
Europe, but now we are hoping to

expand into other areas as well,
for example China,” Rosendahl
said. “The toys business is not
the traditional category within the
travel retail. So if I go back five
years, we were struggling a little
bit to convince operators to get our
category listed, but I think now we
have a very good presence. So now
the next step is to convince operators that we are ready for the next
level – increasing our presence in
the stores.”

Marine Village S1

THE MUSIC OF MISAKI
“With every movement, you can hear
the jingle of silver on her wrist, the
shaking of bells. She steps forward
and called out this world: Almeria!”
sings Serge Gainsbourg in his song
‘Initials B.B’, a dedication to Brigitte
Bardot. The affair between the two,
and the last word of the song, became
the inspiration for Misaki’s new
collection, Almeria.

“We are also working a lot on next
year’s collection and communication because next year Misaki will
be 30 years old,” enthuses Sandrine
Candela, PR & Communication,
Misaki. Misaki strives to keep the
brand moving on and on in order to
improve the image and the quality
of its jewellery, in order to become a
“reference in the pearls world.”

Candela continues: “The exhibition
here in Cannes for us is the major
event, because as you know Misaki
historically has always been in travel
retail. We are based in Monaco and
this is an opportunity for us to show
our traditions and culture to our
customers and partners.”

Yellow Village E26

RITUALS BRUNCH
Raymond Cloosterman, the
Founder and inspiration behind
Rituals Cosmetics, yesterday
explained that each product
introduced in Cannes has been
developed around rituals from
different corners of the globe.
Sakura is a ritual from Japan,
where people celebrate the
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Spring and the beauty of life,
which Cloosterman said the
brand has interpreted: “We have
turned it into a metaphor for life
to celebrate each day as a new
beginning.”
Already at 150 airports worldwide, Rituals has a strong focus
on travel retail concentrating on

bath, body and gifting as a new
category for opportunity.
Rituals already has a strong
presence in Europe, and is now
further expanding on its success
with 10 standalone stores in the US.
“We are different because we are
unisex and uni-age, appeal to men
and women, 16 to 60 years old, and
our philosophy appeals to people
across different ages and genders,”
Cloosterman added.

Green Village M41
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SCIENTIFIC SKINCARE
people from different nationalities and countries.” Luxury
cosmetics, the network of Dr
Irena Eris Skin Care Institutes,
and three five-star SPA hotels
form the holistic world of the
brand. The Dr Irena Eris Centre
for Science and Research
comprises modern laboratories,
and high-quality scientists and
research, with works listed in
major international scientific
journals. At TFWA World

Exhibition & Conference, Dr
Irena Eris is showcasing the
wide range of product collections,
each featuring different properties
for various skin types, such as the
Institute Solutions range, including Lifting – Perfect Anti-Wrinkle
Day Cream and Neuro-Filler Eye
Area Rejuvenating Cream. The
company is also showcasing the
ProVoke range, a harmonious
and refined combination of care
and make-up. “This company is

Yesterday, Aurora World introduced its newest products during
a press conference at its new
enlarged stand, reflecting the
growing portfolio on offer to the
travel retail industry.
There is most certainly a lot
going on in Aurora’s world. After
discovering the potential of the
MEANA region, the company
has opened a new warehouse in
Dubai in partnership with Modern
Freight Co. In addition to this,
Aurora has opened several new
doors, including ARI Muscat Duty
Free, Dufry, B&S Global, SMI

my passion, my profession. We
hire more than 1,000 people, and
many of them have been with
us for a very long time – this is
one of our main values. We are
looking for co-operators in travel

retail who want to work with
us for the long-distance,” Eris
added.

Harbour Village
PIOLA

NEW CONCEPTS
Myanmar, Gebr. Heinemann Kuala
Lumpur Airport, Setur Turkey,
and a pop-up store with P&O
Ferries UK.
Aurora World is presenting its
newest products, including Yohoo
Minis and Dinosaurs, and also the
expanded Aurora’s Sea Life. The
brand also relies on country-specific
products, such as The Gnomlins and
licenced products based on famous

characters – Moomin, Peanuts, etc.
“We really want to show that the toys
sector is a serious business,” says
Garry Stoner, Aurora’s Global Travel
Retail Sales Manager. “This is our
business and we have been here for
a long time, that’s why we would like
to see even more sales growth and
create a sense of place.”

Green Village K67

Last caLL
for the Riviera ‘Art de vivre’

*

b o u t i q u e s & g a s t r o n o m i e c o u p d e c œ u r **
present your delegate badge to benefit from a
10% discount in the Nice airport stores
featuring the world’s most prestigious brands.***
#niceAirportshopping

*Dernier appel pour «l’Art de Vivre» de la côte d’Azur. **our favorite Boutiques & Gastronomy. ***Discount available in partner shops.

Scientific-based skincare brand
Dr Irena Eris is exhibiting for the
first time this year in Cannes.
“For a selective brand such as
ourselves, this is the best place
for us to be,” said Co-Founder
and expert in skincare Dr
Irena Eris. “It’s a good place
because our products are very
gentle yet effective, and they
offer something for everyone in
different directions of the world.
Being here allows us to meet
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BABYSCENT
Millennium Fragrances has a clear
company mission for this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference.
Maéva Turiaf, Export Area Coordinator, Millennium Fragrances, said: “We
are here to tell people about our brand
perfume, as it’s very difficult to explain
children’s products. We develop perfume
for kids and are making people aware of
our different brand segments. We can
cater to needs of the customer.”

Launching its Kaloo Les Amis in time for
Christmas and aimed at babies 0-6 years,
the scented water (with no alcohol) comes
with a ceramic lid that can be sprayed to
infuse the room, and two ceramic bracelets for mum and baby.
Maéva continued: “Our objectives are to
extend and find distribution for countries
where it is difficult, such as Venezuela and
the Middle East. We are participating in the
ONE2ONE personalised meeting service
and have several meetings this week.”

Ambassadeurs
Village U5-7

ABSORBING SUCCESS
Catapulting into travel retail this year
is Spongelle, whose eco-friendly body
buffing products are made in LA from
recyclable material.
Arnaud de Volontat, founder, said: “We are
launching the cleanse buff glow summer
collection here in Cannes. Which features our
main skincare ingredients, which are Yuzu
(Japanese lemon), Vetiver, edelweiss, Arnica
& sea kelp. We are also launching our Body
Contour buffer, made with sea kelp, which
helps to bring back skin elasticity.”
Only launching eight months ago worldwide,

Spongelle has opened in DFS and is selling
in the Caribbean, South America and the
US, and is already starting to sell to cruise
ship companies.
“We are close to signing with distributors in Singapore for South Asia and just
opened with a distributor for Spain and
the UK. Worldwide is our plan, but we
are looking for a distributor in the Asian
region,” de Volontat added.

Ambassadeurs
Village U8
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CORE VALUES
Jacqueline Hernandez
Rodriguez, Travel Retail
Area Manager, Tous, told
the TFWA Daily yesterday:
“Our Board of Directors
have announced that travel
retail will become a core
part of the business.”
Launching its new Spring/
Summer 2017 collection
at the show, she explained
that the travel retail
exclusives are a three-way
bag design and special
travel document wallets in
shades of dusty pink and
fuchsia, as well as print and
jacquard.
Jewellery bearing the
Spanish brand’s iconic

teddy bear image has
been created especially
for travel retail and will
be launching on airlines
including LAN Chile, TAP
Portugal, Dragon Air,
and Qatar Airways this
October.Levan Tsulukidze,
Expansion Director,
explained Tous’ plans for
brand development: “We
have plans for Russia and
ex-Soviet Union States,
Eastern Europe, Czech
Republic, and five more
stores next year, including
Slovakia and Ukraine.”

Bay Village
Bay 5B

TIME TO GROW
Lambretta Watches
reports excellent news
at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference. As well
as the appointment of
its new Key Account
Manager for the Asian
market, Ailing SeahLangeland, Marketing
Manager Christian
Hoffmann revealed:
“Lambretta Watches is
expanding in the Asian
market. We recently got
new confirmed listings
from both major Korean

MANGO FLAVOUR
Miriam Richter, Marketing Manager for Duty
Free, Lindt, revealed
some exciting industry
news and brand new
products in Cannes.
“Here in Cannes we are
launching our travel
retail exclusive Mango &
Cream Lindt chocolate
balls, which is making
its world premiere,” she
said. “Mango is a very
on-trend flavour and has
a global appeal. It has
real Thai mango purée,
Asia and the Americas

have already shown a lot
of interest.”
On showcasing its Bijoux
praline limited edition
collection, she remarked:
“Even if the economy is
not doing so well, then
it is still an affordable
luxury. Premium gifting
also works well, and
premium chocolate has
no additives, all natural
ingredients (plus sugar!),
which is one of the
reasons why premium
chocolate sales are on
the increase.”

As a European brand,
Lindt reported a strong
presence in Europe and
Latin America, but would
most like to build in Asia.
Richter mentioned
another company
triumph: “We are
currently number four
in the market, showing
8.9% growth according
to the Generation TRIQ
report and have overtaken
competitor Nestlé.”

Marine Village
R7
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airlines and Hong Kong
Airlines.”
New products launched
in Cannes included
a second generation
update on its classic Clo
range, which are waterproof and have quick
release straps, new
fabrics such as suede,
and the Imola range,
which has already
proved popular in the
Middle East.
Also the units showcasing the products are
new, which Hoffmann

reported has led to a
sharp increase in sales.
“The new units make it
easy to try watches on,
sales have gone up 70%
in the month after they
were installed in Qatar
Airport, which is perfect
for high traffic stores.”
He also revealed that
both the watch collections will be available in
one of the major department stores in Singapore.

Yellow Village
F60
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SUNGLASSES VISION 2020 –
THE SUNGLASSES STRATEGY
& AWARDS 2016

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
23-25, rue de Berri
75008 Paris France

An important part of this
year’s annual Sunglasses
Awards was the launch of an
ambitious growth strategy
that would see sunglasses
account for 4% in value total
travel retail sales by 2020.
“Travel retail should become
the expert channel of choice for
consumers when they think of
buying sunglasses and also the

pilot category for innovation,”
said Alex Cook, CEO of marketing and design agency, FILTR.
In a session led by Alex and
Charlotte Hamel of FILTR, a road
map for growth initiatives in the
future was discussed to promote
an omni-channel shopping
experience that included airport
authorities. Over 160 people
from suppliers, airport operators, concessionaires and inflight

Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

THE WINNERS
Best Marketing Activity for Sunglasses: DFS GROUP
Best New Sunglasses Environment: KAPPÉ
Best Dedicated Sunglasses Sales Team: DUFRY – HEATHROW T3
SUNGLASSES BOUTIQUE

Alain Maingreaud
MANAGING DIRECTOR
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Cécile Lamotte
MARKETING DIRECTOR
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

Most Supportive Airport Authority for Sunglasses: SYDNEY AIRPORT
Produced by:
Best Off-Airport Retailer of Sunglasses: LOTTE DUTY FREE
Sunglasses Retailer of the Year (under US$2bn): LONDON SUPPLY
Sunglasses Retailer of the Year (over US$2bn): DFS GROUP

buyers attended, with 10 more entrants to the awards. Next
year even more airports will be encouraged to apply.
“These awards have become a key event in the Cannes
calendar,” said Charlotte. “Bringing more sunglass suppliers
together in order to broaden the appeal of the category in
travel retail.”
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Ross Falconer

FLYING TO NEW HEIGHTS
Alexis Wittmer, Chief Executive Officer of Socatec,
revealed exciting aviation
themed product launches
yesterday in Cannes. “We
are launching our Emirates
licence range, which is the
number one airline brand in
the world. Travel accessories
include key chains, luggage
tags, dolls and notepads for
airport shops to name a few,”
he said.
Some products include model
aeroplanes of the Emirates
fleet, which are made in exact
dimensions of 1:1000, including the miniature Emirates
Airbus A380-800.
“We want gifts to be guilt
extension targeted,” Wittmer
added, referencing parents
who leave their children at
home to travel.
Even Prince George has been
snapped with a Sophie La
Giraffe, which is the most
successful babies first toy
since it was launched 55 years
ago as a teething toy in France.
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At TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, Socatec
is showcasing updated
products in the line, which
is proven to stimulate all

of the baby’s senses – sight,
hearing, touch, smell, taste
and grip. New products
included the tap boom and
stackable shapes, both
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designed to be the perfect
gift to pick up for toddlers in
travel retail.

Blue Village F26
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